Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope

One of the most advanced BIOs available, with state-of-the-art, convenient features plus lightweight, comfortable fit and increased stability.

- Video-aligned optical system ensures precise positioning of components for easy viewing
- Well-padded leather headband and swooped design combined with ergonomic controls provide comfort and simple operation
- Illumination and visual pathways can be converged for excellent visualization and true small-pupil capability
- Adjusts to handle interpupillary distances of 49 mm to 75 mm
- SoftTilt™ park/rest feature allows optics to be moved to a stationary position out of your line of vision
- Halogen light source is one of the brightest, longest-lasting BIO lamps
- Vital optics and mirror assemblies are sealed against dirt and dust for long-term clear viewing and durability
- Diffuser filter broadens the illumination beam for enhanced viewing of the peripheral retina
- Choose portable power source or versatile wall/desk power source

12500 Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope

12500-D Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope with Diffuser Filter

12500-Y Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope with Yellow Filter

12500-DY Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope with Diffuser and Yellow Filter

Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope: Accessories

74350 Wall/Desk Power Source for BIO

74360 Portable Power Source for BIO

05120-U Soft Carrying Case for BIO (large)

05122-U Soft Carrying Case for BIO (small)

12550 Teaching Mirror

12551 Voltage Adapter (4.5 V-6 V)

12060 Scleral Depressor

73300 Extension Cord, 8 ft

01200-U BIO Halogen Lamp

72240 BIO Portable Power Supply Replacement Battery

74390 Direct Power Supply